360Value Integration Options

Reconstruction cost estimates
integrated your way
Driven by demographic shifts, technological advances,
and changes in customer expectations, insurers must
adapt their insurance quoting methods. From online
quoting integration that customers can access on any
device to back-end processes easily integrated into
your policy management and underwriting systems,
Verisk’s multiple 360Value® integration options give
you reconstruction cost estimates in the way that best
meets your business and IT needs.

Embedding 360Value into an online
quoting platform
360Value can integrate into a customer-facing web front
end that lets home insurance buyers estimate replacement
costs as part of an online quoting process. This integration

supports replacement cost estimation on any device,
including computers, tablets, and smartphones. You can
use the integration for web-based quoting and as the
standard 360Value interface for agents, underwriters,
and customer service representatives.

360Value integration options provide reconstruction
cost estimates in the way that best meets your
business and IT needs.
Only Verisk offers this online interface designed with the
customer in mind, letting you increase collaboration with
homeowners to enhance the customer experience.

360Value Web-Based Application
The standard 360Value user interface can be integrated
into any policy management system or accessed as an
independent website. You decide the level of integration
depending on your business and IT needs. Regardless
of your integration level, 360Value makes sure results are
based on the latest technology and data. You get the
benefit of a simple implementation, and the system
provides automatic updates and regular maintenance.

Connect to 360Value through APIs
Insurers that want control over a fully automated underwriting process can implement 360Value web service
integration as a back end for your policy management
system. You can estimate replacement costs without accessing the 360Value user interface and get
agent-gathered property data and 360Value property
prefill as needed.
The integration accesses your externally developed
user interface to collect construction characteristics and
package them through internal servers. Valuation data
is sent to 360Value using standard technologies in real
time. Replacement cost results are returned in XML,
imported into your database, and displayed within your
user interface.

360Value can integrate into your front end so customers can interact how
they want—quickly and easily or with extensive details.

Benefits to customers and insurers
No matter which integration option you choose, you
and your customers will see solid benefits. Customers
will enjoy streamlined experiences, more involvement
in the process, and refined replacement costs throughout the life of the policy. Insurers get quick access to
replacement cost estimates, seamless integration,
and an easy workflow.
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